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NTRODUCTORY ••

'Chee~pected_notalwa)'5
occur5. Nelther doe5
the une~pected alwa)'5 come about. In other word5, one
ma)' 50metime5 e~pect the une~pected.· 'Chi5 latter attitude
of e~pectanc)' i5 the attitude one mU5t maintain toward the
{{niver5it)' of New ]"Ie~ico. What wHl be the ne~t new
thing to i5sue from under the eave5 of the5e c1a55\c wall5
no one this 5ide of the realm of the prophet can imagine.
'Cherefore, if, in the dearth of hUman Rnowledge as to the
future, )'OU de5ire not to 5uffer frequent and 5udden 5hocR5
to )'our nerVOU5 equHtbrium b)' the voh;anic eruption which
ma)' at an)' time occur on the {{niver5it)' plateau, ponder
well what the writer, b)' hazarding funeral right5and decent
burial to unravel the m)'sterie5 of theunRnown, i5 enabled
here to relate.
It wa5 not fortune-teHtng, c1airvo)'anc)', palmi5tr)', or
an)' other Rind of uncouth witcher)' which the editor,
weighed down b)' the burden5 and responsibHWe5 alwa)'5
attending the beginning of things, 50ught to aid him in
drafting, a5 it were, the plan5 of thi5 new craft which i5
now launched out upon the 5ea of college Journalism. Nor
was it vague, aimle!?s curi05it)' which emboldened him to
100R out upon the mirage of the future and to peer into the
. vault5 of the past. No, it wa5 none of these unworth)'
media or motives through which he approached the sacred
prednct5 of that which has been and that which i5 to be;
but, prompted b)' a pure ambWon for legWmate Rnowledge
of that which i5, he learned of that which Wa& and 5hall be.
Geologist5 tell U5 that New ]"Ie~ico was the cradle of
the race. 'Che Garden of eden ha5 been tran5planted unrelentingl)' from the 'Cigri5 and €uphrate5 to the Valle)' of
the Rio Grande and the me5as of the RocRies. 5dentific
evidence, the)' would have U5 believe, leads unmistakabl)' to
this position. ]"Ionument5 e~humed from among the remain5
of· a dvHtzation of greate5t antiquit)' bear cond5e record5
of the creative weeR. H human sReleton, found in the
p05ture of worship before an altar of most an dent architectural design,is declared to be that of the first mart)'r to truth-the victim of the fir5t
murder. ]"Ian)' other sReleton5, found in the attitude of one running,
bear undoubted evidence of the deluge, these per50n& having perished in
the vel')' act of fleeing from approaching flood5. It was to investigate
such unique evidence concerning the place of New ]"Ie~ico in an dent
hi5tor)' that the editor, for relief from hara551ng labor5, tabled hl5 pen
and fled with harrowed countenance from his ungainl)' 5anctum.
It wa5 onl)' b)' offer of material inducement that a 5warth)' 50n of
New ]"Ie~ico wa5 per5uaded to guide the editor through secret passe5,

lmown to onlv an occas10nal nat1ve versed 1n the lore of h1s people, to
concealed canons and grottoes of wh1ch tradltlon has long related the
wlldest tales of fantasv. for hours the gu1de led on with unfalter1ng
str1de t1ll, as he rounded a prec1pitous ledge, a ponderous bowlder, touched
bV the red man's moccas1n, loosed its moor1ngs, leaped out 1nto space
and for a thousand feet bounded and rebounded from the mounta1n-s1de
t1ll the repeated crashes, echo1ng through the canons, became Il~e terrlf\c
thunder. 'Che gU1de, amused at such an 1nc1dent, uttered a shr1ll crV of
dellght, wh1ch ran up the narrow chasm Il~e an arrow from h1s warr10r bow.
:But 1nstantlv he stood aghast. H dreadful sllence prevalled. Not even the
echo of h1s crv returned. €vervth1ng seemed po1sed 1n awful suspense;
when from far up the canon, 1n a clear, h1gh ~ev, came a d1stant wall
whjch d1ed awav 1nto three long 1mplor1ng cries: "Hwav! Hwav! Hwav!"
'Che Ind1an quivered 1n everv muscle. Hn eagle, start1ng up from a crag
near bV, uttered a h1deous scream; and a raven, c1rcl1ng up over the chasm,
croa~ed h1s om1nous warn1ng. 'Che terr1fied gu1de stood speechless.
Ht
length,ln the tone of the defeated, he groaned: "]VIv fathers hunted them
H~e fo" to the1r dens, but the Great Sp1rit protects them st1ll."
'Chen,
draw1ng h1s blan~et t1ghtlV about h1m, he turned bac~ upon h1s trall and
retreated .with qu1c~ and determ1ned step.
'Che Colleg1an, though deserted 1n his search for the rellcs of the past,
was now 1n slght of h1s goal. f5e had heard the we1rd crv wh1ch, tradltlon
savs, lssues on the occas10n of alarm from the last home of a ·long-e"lIed
and dV1ng race. He was near the head of a deep and narrow rav1ne and, at
length, stood face to face w1th the great problem of h1s pllgr1mage. 'Che
path, s1111 on the steep mounta1n-s1de, term1nated 1n an aperture at his feet
just large enough to admit h1m with great d1fficultv 1nto that wh1ch the
legends sav 15 the home of a dead and dv1ng people, and from wh1ch thev
assure us, no 1ntruder has ever returned. Hnd, 1ndeed, he saw 1nstantlv
that to h1m, once within, e"it would be 1mposs1ble, for there was not suffic1ent foothold to save h1m from dashing, Il~e the d1sturbed bowlder,
far down to a mercHess death. :But h1s sp1r1t was undaunted. f5e la1d
h1mself caut10uslV down 1n the narrow path and pulled h1mself, 1nch bV
1nch, 1nto the dar~ chamber.
'Che vouthful hunter after h1dden truth, after advanc1ng several lengths
1n the manner 1nd1cated, found hlmself1n a chamber of suffic1ent he1ght
to permit h1m to assume a sitt1ng posture. H rellef, 1ndeed; but even
so, Ilfe was most unendurable. €"hausted, he was compelled for a t1me to
sit In absolute dar~ness. Gnats, 1n dense swarms, almost suffocated h1m.
f51deous bats dashed hither and thither 1n the dar~ness, and clung about
h1s face with clammv gr1p. "'Che mere Ilght of a match," he thought,
"w1ll be a rellef." Its qu1c~ Ilght on IV brought to v1ew more ghastlv
1nmates of h1s narrow pr1son-house. Serpents, sp1ders and ven6mous 1nsects of enormous proport10ns, uneasv 1n h1s presence, were crawllng
below and above h1m. :But h1s sp1rit was unconquered. f5e set h1s torch
ablaze and crept caut10usiV on.
8

Be followed the narrow passage on and on until, at length, it broadened into a hall of large dimensIons, but In no place of sufficIent heIght
to permlt him to slt comfortabl)1. Bis unwelcome companIons had become contlnuall)1 fewer and now he sat In a place bearIng marlts of humanlt)1.
Hbout him were footprInts Iilte those of small chHdren. 'Che glimmer
of"his torch showed small benches and mInIature crucm~es and altars. 'Che
student investIgator stood f\~ed In reverie. "Whose sanctuar)1, this!
Can It be, a world wlthln a world is peopled wlth men and gods to worshIp and be worshiped? Can the beings who frequent here be men? Hh!
what have I here? - a casltet! - hewn from stone b)1 human hands - and
trul)1 'tIs the casltet of a man - and on It -what! - a wreath of wHd
flowers, fresh wlth evenIng dew - and thIs IS near the altar - but surel)1
no human being of full stature would worshIp here; he could not stand
uprIght. It must be chHdren's pla)1ground,- but if chHdren, then men,
and where are the)1, for here IS the sepulchre of a man." Bere the student
was aroused from his reverie b)1 the fragrance of incense and the tinltle
of tin)1 bells. from a door near b)1 came the glimmer of a torch and presentl)1 an aged person, in the attire of a priest, stepped forth erect beneath
the low dome of his sanctuar)1. In one hand he held a blazing torch; in
the other a crucif\~. Over his hlaclt stole dangled, on a sUlten cord, a
delicate cross; and the pure whlte hair fell lu~uriantl)1 about his shoulders.
Hdvancing to the altar he Itneeled reverentl)1 and then, turning to the sepulchre, drew from a hidden shelf a roll of ancient parchment. 'Che student, having e~tinguished his torch, sat unobserved."
H compan)1 of the little people was now assembl1ng. Some were men
with shagg)1 braids, )1et wallting where the observer could scarcel)1 slt.
Some were wOlllen, even smaller In stature than the men. Some were chHdren. HIl, dressed in sltlns, approached nOlselesslv to the benches and
sat attentivel)1 before the aged prIest, who thus began to spealt: "1"I)1
faithful floclt, It seemed but wIsdom's part that I should call )10U here
at thIs untimel)1 hour, for at earl)1 eve the spirlt warned me of approachIng
HI. even as I stood on )1onder crag as watchman for our safet)1, a peal
of thunder sounded through a cloudless slt)1, and eagles screamed wlth
frIght and ravens cried forebodingl)1. Hnd I saw a man of might)1 strength
and savage countenance flee as if pursued; but his companion loolted more
gentle, and ltindl1er In his mien. 'Chis one came on. But if he found
entrance to our secret home, I Itnow not; but this I Itnow, he was unlilte
the savage, beast-lilte men who scourged our fathers from theIr freedom
and forced theIr sons to dwell as not upon the earth. Be was" In truth,
most Hlte our reverned father whose restIng place IS b)1 our altar, whose
deeds of love preserved our race, whose words of truth redeemed us from
destruction, whose hol)1 wisdom in this sacred roll has taught to all our
people, from fathers to theIr chUdren, a common tongue and wa)1s of truth
and justice."
'Che old man was evidentl)1 purposing, in order to'malte his people
feel more secure, to review more fUll)1 the merlts of this good pater, theIr

idol, in whose departed spirit this race had trusted for three long centuries
as their guardian angel; but at this point in the discourse a sigh escaped
the student. 'Che whole company started up at the sound, and gazed, with
the priest, toward the tomb as if they thought their ancient hero rising
from the dead. :But the stud~nt, thinhing himself observed, spohe out a
word of reconcmation, at which the whole company fled in a panic out
into the darhness, and'the father remained alone by the sepulchre. ".It was
no unholy purpose that led me hither," the student continued; "my people
is a mighty one; but to preserve the weah, restrain the ~trong, and bring
love with justice to rule the world is our mission, and if your mercy is
e,;tended to me, not HI but good unbounded shall accrue to your faithful
people because of my ViSit to your secluded home. 'Co hnow the truth
was the wlld ambWon that led me to this venture, and now pray tell me
all that is in heeping with your sacred office."
"I Ilnow thou art no enemy," the old man said, "for none with evH
purpose, his spirit has decreed, can pass al\ve from yonder canon through
this mountain cave among most deadly serpents. 50 be it, then, and hnow
all truth that I can tell you."
'Che student learned the long history of the Uttle people - of their
great numbers once, when they were free men In the world, of their threatened destruction by the red-silin -of their flight to these remote heights
where men of larger stature could not come·- of the good man who by
their aid alone was carried with them - of hiS devotion to them - of the
roll of parchment he had left for their gUidance -of their decrease in numbers, from year to year-of their fading hopes and of their undying devotion, notwithstanding, for the one who loved them and gave them all
of good they had. "Go then, stranger," the old man concluded, "thou
hast the treasure of thy search. :But 10011 well to thy return. Httempt
not the passage to the chasm, for none go out that way alive; but follow
on and at the doorway of our chapel turn sharply to the left, and through
a pathless way climb straight toward the summit of the highest crag,
for over that alone is safe passage from this hidden land."
'Che door of the chapel opened out under a clear slly. 'Che stars shown
br(\\iantly, and the moon quivered in her course just above the summit of
the crag over which his journey lay. fje saw at one glance, the whole
world as it appeared to its I\tt\e inhabitants, a circular valley bounded
by a continuous range of inaccessibie pea lis. ]VIountain streams dashed
in gl\stening cascades, overhung by lu,;uriant moss and ferns. 'Che roar
of a cataract pealed out upon the quiet air from some distant corner of
this minature world. :But the student Ilept pressing on. H heard of goats
started at his approach, and fled, with their I\ttle shepherd, out into the
night. further on, a doe leaped the brooh and dashed away.
J..ong the student climbed, untn, as the stars began to fade, he nerved
himself to the last great effort of the ascent; and having mounted this,
was following up the gentle slope, when in the gray I\ght of dawn there
arose before him, on the very pinnacle of the crag, a human form. It
JO

was that of a mIghty youth. Hbout hIm a snow-white mantle hung In
graceful folds. One hand was clinched agaInst his' breast, the other,
uplifted, pOInted toward the dIstant horIzon, while .hls radIant eyes
peered Into the blue vault of heaven. With a rIngIng vOIce he began:
":Build thee more stately manslon5, 0 my soul,
H5 the SWIft seasons roll!
~eave thy low-vaulted past!
~et each new temple, nobler than the last
Shut thee from neaven with a dome more vast,
-em thou at length art free,
.
~eavlng thIne out-grown shell by life's unrestlng sea!"
filth the. last words the apparition vanished, and the student cast
his eyes out Into the dIstance. :Behold! :Before hIm lay vast plies of
masonry. Under the· rays of the rIsing sun lofty domes and spIres' shot
bach brIght, sparhling rays. On a broad and elevated plateau stood,
enclosed In massIve walls decorated WIth arched gateways and mInIature
towers, great buildIngs of stone with marble pHIal's carved and polished
and with laVIsh ornaments from foundation to capstone. On a distant
mountaIn peah under the clear shy towered a structure, no less elaborate,
for the student of the stars. :Beyond the plateau flowed the RIO Grande.
patient reader, thIs is your IntroductIon to the )VIIRHG€ of the UnIversity of 'New )VIe)ilco. -ehe editor endeavors to present a vIew of our
UnIversity as It IS, with glimpses Into the past and future, mIngled with
the spices of student life -Its worh and play and aspirations. Hnd to her
contemporarIes the )VIIRHG€ sends greeting. Know the present, In hnowing which we hnow all.
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THE UNIVERSITY
OF NEW MEXICO ...

HE University of New Mexico. the head of public instruction
. ~ in the Territory. is located on a commanding site a short distance east of Albuquerque.
The University. as it stands on a high mesa, furnishes a
grand view in every direetion. On the east the meSa gradually
rises to the beautiful Sandia mountains, over whose heights the
Sun irst appears in the morning. and on whose rugged peaks
-~.
linger the last crimson rays of sunset. Far to the north. above
the sandy mesa. the Jemez and Cochiti mountains rear their
proud heads, ever surrounded by a blue haze. The valley. dotted here and
there with villages, extends to the southward, while far in the distance may
be seen the peaks of several mountain ranges. On the west, glistening
sand hills rise from the river and culminate in a meSa crossed by many
black lava beds. Beyond these extinct volcanoes. whose brown cones stand
out clear and distinct against the blue sky. and on the horizon. the snowcapped top of Mount Tailor towers supreme and alone. Between this
western and the eastern mesa extends the fertile valley with its winding
river. and Albuquerque. the progressive metropolis of New Mexico. lies
close to the eastern foothills.
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The main University building, erected in 1890, is a large. commodious
structure of three stories and a basement, On the nrst floor are two
recitation rooms. the large assembly hall. the president's office. and the
library. On the second floor three recitation rooms. one office. and the
biological and physiological laboratories. On the third floor is a large hall
and also a geological laboratory. In addition are the chemical laboratories.
which occupy the southeast rooms of the basement. A gymnasium.
equipped with the best modern apparatus, Was erected in 1895.
The library. although not extensive. contains the best encyclopedias,
dictionaries and reference books, besides the leading magazines. and all the
public documents of the Territory. Through the kindness of friends, a
number of pedagogical works have been collected and set apart as a special
library for the use of the Normal Department.
The University has been in existence only six years. but she has made
rapid advancement during that time. On the nfteenth of June. 1892. the
the Normal Department waS opened with two teachers and forty students.
but another teacher was employed before the term was out. In September
of the same year. the Preparatory Department was opened, the Normal
Department was continued, and three more teachers were added to the
.Faculty. In 1893 was added a College Department. The next year a
Commereial Department and School of Pharmacy were established. but in
1896 the latter waS discontinued. In 1895 the Sub-preparatory Department
was established. but was soon discontinued. In 1897 an Academic Department and a Medical Preparatory Course were added.
During the past year many. important changes and improvementa have
been made. The course of study has been broadened and lengthe~ed. the
growing laboratories furnish better facilities for. scientinc work. and the
number of students has increased.
But this material progress is not all. Back of it is the rise of college spirit and unity. It is the true college spirit that is advancing aesthetic,
musical and literary development. and is making each member strive for the
good of all others and for the promotion of the institution. All this in
16
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UNIVERSITY BUILDING AND GYMNASIUM
DRAWING ROOM

BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY
PHYSICAL LABOR.ATORY

addition to the rdining and elevating influence of the University. forms an
inspiration to the student.
Although as yet the University of New Mexico has no storied
domes. proud memorials. or hallowed halls. where earth's renowned have
gathered. still she can boast of rapid progress. unlimited sources of information. and sch~larly leadership in the several departments of learning.
She is immediately surrounded by a'vast and a new teld for scientitc investigation. Students are coming to appreciate this fact and are making the
University the center of activity in their various lines of original research.

/
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Faculty 1897-1898

CLARENCE L. HERRICK, M.S.,
President, and Professor of Psychology and PhiJd·ophy
MARTHA L. TAYLOR, A.M.,
Professor of English and History
J0:--EPHINE S. PARSONS,
, Principal of the Commercial Department,
Instructor in Mathematics
RANDOLPH W. TINSLEY,
Professor of Natural Sciences
JAMES HAY PAXTON, A.M.,
Professor of Latin and Greek,
and in charge of French and German
CHARLES E. HODGIN, B.Pn.,
Principal of Normal Department
ATANASIO MONTOYA, JR.,
Instructor in Spanish
M. CUSTERS,
Custodian and Librarian
JOHN WEINZIRL, B S.,
Instructor in Bacteriology
BELLE T. PORTER, B.Pn.,
Instructor in German
FRANK S. MALTBY, A.B.,
Physical Director
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CLARENCE

L.

HERRICK, M. S.

President and Professor of Psychology and Philosophy

President C. L. Herrick
i':
INGULARLY favored is the yet embryonic University of New
Mexico in the possession of such a president as Professor C.
L. Herrick,' a man of broad and profound scholarship, magnetic personality, boundless enthusiasm, and unusual executive
ability. The following brief sketch falls far short of doing
~~~~~~ justice to the merits and attainments of the distinguished
h
scientist:
~) iiI
Professor C. L. Herrick was born in Minneapolis, received
his early educa~ion in the public schools of that city, and in
1880 graduated with high honors from the University of Minnesota.
The splendid record in science made by the young scholar caused him
to be retained to serve his Alma Mater in the capacity of instructor in
botany and zoology; but bent upon securing the most excellent training
in his special lines, in the fall 'of 188 r, he repaired to the University
of Leipzig, and spent a year in hard study and careful research. Upon
his return to Minnesota, Professor Herrick accepted the honorable
position of State Mammalogist. Several volumes of much scientific
interest relating to the animal life of Minnesota are enduring monuments to the success of this portion of his career. In 1885 he went
to Dennison University, Granville, Ohio, as professor of geology and
biology. The enormous impetus given, almost immediately, to all
branches of scientific work was very largely the result of the enthusiasm and ability of the new professor. He began the publication of
the "Bulletin of the Laboratories of Dennison University," published
a large number of valuable reports and scientific articles, and introduced into his class-rooms and laboratories the latest and most original
methods. Much to the sorrow of Dennison, Professor Herrick, in
1889, accepte,l the chair of biology in the University of Cincinnati.
Here he founded the jIJurnal of Comparative Neurology, now a joint
product of the Universities of Columbia, Dennison, and New Mexico,
but with Professor Herrick still editor-in-chief.
After three years in Cincinnati, the superior advantages of German
laboratories again lured the zealous investigator abroad; and when he

11'1)
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returned Dennison once more secured him as her professor of biology.
T\yo years of hard, fruitful work followed. Again a revival of scientific
interest took place. The name of C. L. Herrick was bruited toaH
quarters of the scientific world. His ability as a neurologist was
declared to be unsurpassed in America. His writings were received
everywhere with eagerness. The great University of Chicago elected
him to a chair of geology. Still under forty, the future .seemed rosy
with promise. But the strain of years of incessant toil had undermined a naturally vigorous constitution. Who can imagine the bitterne~s of the hour that saw him turn his back upon a life of busy
usC'fulness to engage in a seemingly hopeless struggle fot existence
among the sunny mountains of New Mexico?
With indomitable resolution, Professor Herrick set about regaining
his health. After three years of out-of-door occupation, the salubrious climate had made him a new man, but he was forced to the conclusion that his future years must be spent in the highland section of the
west.
Who shall say that the Providence, in which Professor Herrick is
a firm believer, did not lead him to New Mexico? The young- Territorial University needed just such a strong hand at the helm during its
most critical periods of growth. Professor Herrick was called to the
presidency in the fall of 1897. Of his devotion to the interests of the
institution, of the impetus he has given to every department, of the
many new lines of work undertaken, of the affection in which he is
held by his students, it is not necessary to speak to any of the readers
of the MIRAGE, many of whom are using every possilJle effort to make
the University of New Mexico worthy of her honored nnd distinguished
presidell t.
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Professor C. E. Hodgin
PRINCIPAL OF NORMAL DEPARTMENT.

~

P

ROFESSOR HODGIN is a native of Indiana. He attended the
public schools of Wayne County, Indiana, Hadley's Academy, and
Friend's Academy at Richmond, afterward graduating from the
Indiana State Normal School. He taught four years in the schools
of that State, and for two years was a. member of the Faculty and
secretary of the Richmond Normal School.
.Professor Hodgin came to Albuquerque in 1885, accepted a position
in the Albuquerque Academy, was made principal the next year, which
office he held until his resignation in 1891 to accept the position of
superintendent of the Albuquerque public school syste~n, resigning this
position in the fall of '97 to take charge of the University's N<?rmal
Department.
He spent the summer of '93 taking special work in Pedagogy in
the famous Cook County Normal. In '94 at Denver he was elected
one of the Board of Directors of the National Education Association,
Last year he was a delegate to the NatIonal Association at San Francisco, and was elected sixth vice-president. The University conferred the degree of B.Pd. upon Professor Hodgin. A review of the
work of the Normal Department will be found in another department
of the Annual.

.

••
Miss M. L. Taylor

PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH LITERATURE AND HISTORY

m

;«

ISS TAYLOR graduated from the Sandusky (Ohio) High
School in 1880, and for the next three years taught in the
schools or Castalia, Ohio. In 1883 she entered Oberlin
College, graduating from that institution in 1887 with the degree
of A.B. In the fall of '87 she accepted a position with the Kidder
Institute, of Kidder, Missouri, as professor in Latin, Greek and
History, which position she resigned in the fall of '92 to accept the
Chair of English Literature and History in the University of New
Mexico.
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R. W. Tinsley
PROFESSOR OF NATURAL SCIENCES

P

ROFESSOR TINSLEY graduated in the spring of '91 from the
Miller Manual Labor School of Virginia. He then entered the
Department of Physical and Natural Science in the University of
Virginia, graduating from that institution in '93, For the next two
years he served as Assistant Professor of Sciences in Washington
College, Maryland, resigning that position to become Vice Principal of
the Friend's Normal Institute, Maryland. In the fall of '96 he
resigned this position to accept the Chair of Science in the University
of New Mexico. Professor Tinsley's department includes Chemistry,
Physics and Botany.

James Hay Paxton
PROFESSOR OF LATIN AND GREEK

P

ROFESSOR JAMES HAY PAXTON was born in 1871, in Lexington, Virginia. He entered the University of Virginia in 1888, con•
tinuing there with slight interruptions until 1896. He graduated
from the University of Virginia with the degrees of M.A. and
A.B. After graduation he was engaged as sub-professor in Latin and
Greek in the University of Virginia, resigning this position in the fall
of '96 to accept the Chair of Latin Languages and Literature in the
University of New Mexico.
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2. MISS JOSEPHINE S •. PARJlONS. 3. MISS MARTHA L. TAYLOR. A.M.
4. JAMES HAY PAXTON; A.M.
S. CHARLESE;. HODGIN, B.Pd.

I. RANDOLPH W. TINSLEY.

A. Montoya
PROFESSOR OF SPANISH

P

ROFESSOR MONTOYA was a student at the University for
six years before his appointment, in the fall bf '96, as Professor
of Spanish. He is a native born, and raised in New Mexico, and
in consequence is thoroughly conversant· with the habits, customs and
home life of the Spanish people, from the Mexican peon to the Spanish
Don. In addition to his high qualifications as a Spanish scholar, Professor Montoya speaks the English language fluently, and it is a very
poor student indeed who fails to learn to read, write, and perhaps,
what is most important of all, speak the Spanish language, under his
instruction. The students of Spanish have a great advantage in being
able, if they so wish, to use and increase their knowledge of Spanish
daily through conversation and actual contact with the large Spanish
population of Old Albuquerque and vicinity .

••
Miss Josephine S. parsons
PRINCIPAL OF COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT AND.
INSTRUCTOR IN MATHEMATICS

m

i':

ISS PARSONS graduated from the LouisviIIe (Kentucky)
High School, carrying off first honors.
Miss Parsons, in
addition to having a complete knowledge of the theoretical
side of book-keeping, stenography, typewriting and commercial
arithmetic, has had what is far more valuable in these lines of study,
an exceptionally thorough practical exp~rience, having been connected for many years with the large wholesale firm of Gross,
Blackwell & Co. as book-keeper, stenographer and accountant.
Miss Parsons took charge of the commercial department in the faIl
of '93, and the many graduates of this department holding positions
as book-keepers and stenographers form the best testimonials as to
the practical efficiency of this .department. Miss Parsons has contributed a number of articles at various times to different magazines
and papers.

HARRiET E.JENNESS
DIED

25TH Februar~. 1595
ISS HARRIET E. JENNESS died on the 28th of February. 1895'
Her parents were William and Amanda Jenness. who resided in
. Maine at the time of their daughter Harriet's birth. When she
Ir"--~ was quite young her parents moved to Rochester. Minn .• where
she was a pupil in the public schools. From there they moved
to St. Louis. In 1878. Miss Jenness graduated from the Normal School
and began: teaching in the public schools of that city. meeting with great
success. About nine years ago she went to the Argentine Republic and
became a teacher in the Normal School at the LaPlata. but returned to the
United States in 1892. In January. 1893. she accepted a position in the
University of New Mexico.
In the art of music she most certainly excelled. Her power for remembering
songs, both words and music. was extraordinary. For some. time before her death
she had been a helpful member of the choir in St. John's Episcopal church. and also
in the St. Cecilia society.
Who has heard the tones of that ImpreSSIVe song, .. Building for Eternity."
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vibrate through the silent room without feeling that her very soul spoke through the
richness of the melody? When the familiar words. ... We are building every day,
A temple the world may not see;
Building, building every day,
We build for Eternity."

came so naturally from her lips. little did we think how soon her temple would be
completed.
Among her many gifts. good-will and merriment held no small place. In the
school-room. as in the world. she was light hearted and gentle, thus winning a place
in the hearts of all.
The funeral serVIces were held at St. John's church. and many and beautiful
were the floral offerings of respect and love. showing plainly what a general favorite
she had been. The following evening. her remains were sent to Alton. New Hampshire, where her parents awaited the desolate home-coming of their child.
Sorrowfully they laid her away. the last of their f~ur children. Although three
years have come 'and gone. the me~ory of Miss Jenn~ss remains fresh and sweet in
the hearts of all-who knew and loved her. and who still cherish her memory as a
sweet dream.
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The Fin d'Siecle Pandora
~
I
~~M~1I0METHING

is in this Fretty box;
I wonder what it can be.
1£ I should open it a bit .
1 wonder what rd see!'

II
Alas! Alas! What has she done!
The box flies open wide,
Out rush the palhogenie spriter
And microbes thick beside.

3°

The Science Department
i':
HE Department of Science has made more real
innovations than any other of the several departments. The Biology section especially has opened
an opportunity for advanced students to begin
research work, and already several young men
have manifested their interest by applying to the
head of the department for problems to work out.
This section is under the able guidance of 'President Herrick, whose scientific work has been most thorough and complete, as explained in his biography elsewhere in the MIRAGE •. His
special line has been Neurology, so' he has started his students along
the line of neurological research with very promising results. The
axolotl, which is found so abundant in this Territory, furnishes an
excellent means for such experiments as are likely to bring out some
new facts; and new methods of staining which have been tried in our
laboratory show some interesting features in tissues of this animal.
Besides the lectures three times each week on Biology, the seminars
of the advanced class have been a means of interesting discussion of
the questions of heredity, natural selection, life, death and other
mooted questions of biological science.
Older theories were brought out and compared 'with more modern
ideas. Then results of recent investigations were discussed and criticised, giving the members of the class fairly clear ideas of these different subjects about which there is so much controversy.
The bacteriological work has been an entirely new field for this
section of the country, and is under the efficient direction of Professor
John Weinzirl of the University of Wisconsiu.
He has given an
interesting course of lectures besides the fairly complete laboratory
instructions. The first of the year especially, and thtoughout the
course, the laboratory work has been delayed more or less through lack
of proper apparatus. This difficulty has be.en gradually 'overcome, so
that now the lab0.ratdry is quite well equipped. The various methods
·of. growing baCteria, of getting pure cultures, finding new germs, etc.,
llave; been tried, and examinations made of stained specimens of differ31

ent kinds of germs which are kept in the laboratory in pure cultures.
This section of the Science Department has also undertaken the making
of scientific examinations of the fluids of the body, and has been patronized quite liberally by the physicians in the immediate vicinity. It is
hoped next year to make these examinations one of the
regular means of revenue to the department.
Almost all the apparatus now on hand has been
procured during the year. Among o.ther things are to
be mentioned the centrifuge and h~matocrit loaned by
\ \ Dr. Wroth, the Arnold sterilizer, the blood count apparatus, etc.
The work done in Physics has been of an
elementary nature, consisting of recitations and
experiments. Most of the experiments were
shown from the desk, as the amount of apparatus
on hand at present will not permit laboratory
work in this branch. No one having applied for
advanced work, there have been no advanced classes this year. About
$200 worth of physical apparatus has been added this year.
In Chemistry no advanced work has been done this, year for the
same reason as in Physics, but especial stress has been put upon laboratory work. Four hours recitation work and four hours laboratory
work per week have been required.
The work done by the students in this branch compares favorably
with that done in many of the colleges in the
Freshman year.
During the present year another room
has been fitted up for advanced work, and
several important improvements have been
made in the equipment of the room, where
the general chemistry students work, each,
as usual, provided with a desk and set of
apparatus. Much new material, such as glassware, dust-proof reagent bottles, platinumware, chemical balance, etc., has been added,
The professor 'in charge has made a number
of toxicological examinations during his stay,
and deserves great credit for building up and
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improving the work in these branches of Physics
and Chemistry.
The Zoology consisted of a study of the comparative anatomy of a few of the typical vertebrates
found in this country. For example: Fish, frog,
salamander, lizard, snake, turtle, bird and cat.
In Botany the attention was called to the cell
and its contents, with a glimpse of some of the
one-celled plants bacteria; and some mention made
of the next higher forms that lead gradually into
. the flowering plants. Then the seed, root, stem,
~ leaves, etc., of some plants-as the bean-were
I studied, and other work done leading up to the
/
II
analysis of the phanerogams, which was then
~r/i If
fl
taken up, and the flow~rs of the surrounding
I',: \ td.
country analyzed and c1ass1:fied.
~\
The work in Geology has been along the line of
geological survey and has been going on throughout
1 ; \ the year. A number of trips to the neighboring
exposures resulted in some valuable information. Many interesting
specimens were collected, and photographs were taken of peculiar formations whenever occasion warranted. Many new specimens of New
Mexico rocks have been added to the already quite l~rge collection of
this department.
During the coming summer a bulletin will be published by the
Scientific Department, to contain an account of the research work in all
lines, especially showing the results of the geological work.
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Normal Department
i':
HE necessity for professional training of teachers in this
age of progress is being more forcibly felt than ever before,
as there is keener competition, and teaching is being lifted
to the dignity of a science or profession.
No one questions that the physician, the lawyer, or
the minister should have special preparation in addition to
a general scholarship.
No less important is it that the
teacher, who deals with the physical nature and with immortal
mind, who is making character, should be especially fitted
for the responsibilities of the momentous task.
The purpose of the Normal School is to give students
such knowledge of the mind in the study of psychology,
and such understanding of the nature and function of the
subjects to be taught, as will be productive of power in the
process of teaching. There is also professional enthusiasm
engendered, and a high spirit encouraged by the association of students
having a common purpose_ in life.
I
A study of the history and philosophy of ~ducation enables the
teacher to sift truth from error, and to profit by the experience of the
past.
Child-study brings the teacher into closer touch and sympathy
with child-life and with humanity in general. It throws the teacher
face to face with the real raw material-not a visionary creation of
the imagination-which is to be polished, shaped and refined.
Methodology suggests the practical application of the general
principles underlying all true educational development. It has been
well said: "The law in the mind and the thought in the thing determine the method."
The teacher who has no knowledge of mind
development must guess at method.
Not only does the Normal School give instruction in the theory
of teaching, but it provides for direct observation of actual school
work, and requires of students regular practice in teaching under
direction of the critic teacher.
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The uniting of a Normal Department with the
university is an acknowledged advantage.
The
academic or scholastic work is taken with specialists
in their various departments, and the Normal student
has the advantages of ample apparatus and equipment,
libraries, lectures, gymnasium, literary societies, and
all privileges incident to the University life.
The Normal Department has started, and is building up a departmental library so that students may have access to, and become
acquainted with professional works and the best text and reference
books on the various school subjects.
.
The close affiliation of the Albuquerque Public Schools with the
University of New Mexico affords excellent opportunity for observation of school work in all grades, and of practice-teaching in the
Model School which is under supervision of the Normal Department.
The Model School, while an integral part of the public school
system of Albuquerque, is jointly maintained by the public school and
the Umversity, and provides that explicit guida,nce needed 'by the t~acher
just entering upon the practical work of the profession.
Normal graduates from the University receive the
Territorial diploma, which is equivalent to a life license to
teach, without further exarninatio"n, in the public schools
of New Mexico.
The primary object throughout the Normal course is
to secure for the teacher adequate intellectual and moral
deveiopment, high educational ideas, and the unfolding
of his own originality and resourcefulness.
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Class of '98
MOTTO
"LA DILIGENCIA ES PODER"

CRIMSON AND WHITE

't

H:B world is anxiously waiting for the history of this
distinguished class, and should this history be given in
detail it would fill volumes, but in the interest of
~ brevity we will omit all unnecessary events, and set
~ V; I,forth only the outline.
i
Last year only the feminine portion of the class
rallied around the Junior flag and bore it on to victory.
These individuals haunted the laboratories (to the
delight of certain Seniors), enjoyed the delicate odors of H 2 S, dined
on broiled salamander and cat-steak, gave candy-pulls, and feasted on
strawberries. But an awful day came when some phosphorus mysteriously made its way into the "fresh-air" room, and clouds of smoke
began to issue from those lower regions.
T:!J.e picnic was fine, but we have promised not to mention that.
The class of '97 was very generous, and on Class Day presented the
Juniors with chemistry-aprons, book-straps, an· old cat-skin; and
bequeathed to each the opportunity of becoming a glorious Senior.
This year the all-important class has increased in numbers, and
there are now five individuals, brilliant in intellectual achievement and
athletic contest, while their ability in " rushing" and" rustling" cannot be surpassed.

~)

Edyth Lenore Everett, of the Normal Department,
is the learned editor of Pedagogy. She understands
all Normal work from the A, B, C's and object methods
~ ~,?to Spencer's System of Synthetic Philosophy, and the
Orbus Fictus. She can instruct any class from the
primary grades to the University, and can draw a
picture in less time than it takes to write the name of
it. The dictionary and encyclopedia are but primers
to her. A graduate from the St. Vincent Academy,
\ i11r elocutional talent distinguishes this Senior. Her power.
ful voice echoes like thunder through the halls. It can
sway an audience, but especially on one person such an impression has
been made that his whole future career seems to be changed. She is
a noted pedestrian ~nd bicyclist; indeed, even the" Hill of Difficulty"
does not impede her'progress. If she enters the bicycle races on FieldDay, we are sure that she will carry off all prizes. The success of the
Olympian Basket-ball team depends largely on her goal-throwing.
Besides her athletic propensities this young lady is very fond of good
literature, such as romances. We had expected her to fill the chair of
pedagogy in some great university, but in case of war our gallant
. guards will join the ranks) and she, of course, will go as a nurse. This
is a noble calling, and succe~s awaits her, as "Her heart
will be in her work, and the heart giveth grace unto
every art."
Louis C. Brooks is our excellent literary editor, and
president of the Ben Hur Literary Society. He is an
excellent orator-a second Demosthenes) we are told. In
that case, his orations before the society should be bound
in gold, and placed among the archives of the University.
He isvery fond of sports, bicycling, tennis and the like,
but hunting is his sport. He concentrates his entire
attention on it, and even allows his horse to entertain himself while he dashes through mud and water in search of
the mallard that he supposes the fourth shot has brought
down. Alas! it is only a small teal, but Mr. Brooks
politely apologizes for the mistake, and turns to find the
horse. O! Where is he? Hell Canon is another favorite hunting-ground. While out there last summer, Mr.

'l-':)1-
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Brooks went to call on a certain lady friend, when the
horse, as usual, wandered off. Every possible means was
."j
,
used to capture him, and at last he was brought back,
:\' ~
, much to the sorrow of the owner. Mr. Brooks is a good
• A
student, brilliant mathematician, and a courteous gentleI~~ ,
man. We hope that his future career will be both
'A
~j
pleasant and profitable, and we exped to hear of his
~ ~.} .
distinguishing himself in oratory.
"
-.
Roy Allen Stamm is a graduate of the Albuquerque
~ :' ,~~1 High School. This dignified gentlemen is a noted
\.:",::V
~ linguist. Greek, Latin, German, Spanish and Chinese
he readily understands. He has read all the literature of ancient
Greece, and, we are informed, has begun to study the massive volumes
6f China. Perhaps it is the literature of Greece that has so highly
culivated his aesthetic nature. Looking-glasses are his delight. He is
very eloquent and has great explanatory and persuasive pow~rs, especially in matters concerning- committees. Like the flyer from the North,
he rushes through these halls as though" his life depended just on
.
gettlllg
t h ere."
Mr. Stamm will attain success in whatever he pursues. We
recommend him to anyone desiring push, energy and dignity. He can
play football, act as a guide, or give in~tructions in fishing. Such
gentlemen as Mr. Stamm will be heard from in the future.
Hereford G. Fitch, of Magdalena, is an ex-student of Terra
'Haute, Ind. He isourbusiness-editor and has great executive ability.
Through his energy and faithfulness the financial business has flourished. He can get more advertisements and attend to more business
in a shorter time than anybody else. This energetic and ambitious
student possessess true college spirit and " push."
As president of the Camera Club, he can inform you as to all kinds
of pictures, finishing, toning, etc. He belongs to a very exclusive
mutual-admiration society composed of two. He is
master of all trades, deals in pictures, programs,
class-pins, and hat-pins. He can put up electricbells, play baseball, football or tennis. However, his
calling seems to be in acting as escort. This gallant
knight will brave the gale or sand-storms, will face an
angry dog, or go through any danger when neces-

r

sary. He is so very busy that only two hours does he
allow each evening for walking home from the University. Mr. Fitch expects to enter Ann Arbor, but
how can he pull himself away from Albuquerque?
Nevertheless, he must go, for he is ambitious to become
a horse-doctor or a Senator.
Candace Mabel Wakefield, of the Normal Departpartment, is the able history-editor. Far and wide the
manager would have to turn his searchlight, to find
one more brilliantly competent than she. The history
of all nations, and -what is of the gravest importance
-the history of our societies and class organizations
\ (side-shows included), is an open book to her.
This young lady came to grace the University from
the Albuquerque High School. Many marked evidences, during her much-appreciated sojourn among us,
has she given of her rare gifts in more fields than that
of history. She is noted for rhetorical powers of no mean order. In
gymnastics, she excels as captain of the Olympian Basket-ball Team.
We heartily recommend her to all basket-ball societies in need of a vigorous captain. In anatomy, no less than in any other branch, she
easily carries off the palm. Anatomy, like history, like basket-ball,
or any other of her accomplishments, is her forte. She can' 'rip open"
a cat, skin it, divest it of the flesh, and set out in bold relief, the imposing feline skeleton in a manner which causes the professor of cats
(beg pardon, of anatomy) to hold his breath. Success to our noble lady
the history-editor. ·Wherever she may go-North, East or Westshe will experience no difficulty in obtaining the chair of history,
anatomy, basket-ball, or any other science. Her friends, however, hope
that she w111 not point her future course South; for down there, the
conditions are such that we fear she would be led into captivity from
which there would be no escape.
This brilliant class has won many honors during its brief sojourn
at the University, and is now preparing to bid farewell to these
cherished halls, to say its little speech, to receive its "sheepskins,"
and to enter upon the various paths before it. We trust that the Class
of '98 will make a success of life, and will never forget to sound the
yell or sing the song of their Alma Mater.
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Farewell to the University
By THE CI,ASS OF '98

AREWELL, dear halls of matchless worth,
That ring with joy and thoughts of mirth.
Farewell, our teachers, tried and true;
Kind friends and mates, we'll think of you
. And 'Varsity days, so bright and g~y,
;\ As up Life's hill we wend our way.
For though we sail to a foreign shore,
And view these welcome halls no more,
Our hearts, forever staunch and true,
, Will fondly cling to N. M. U.
For here we learned with toil and care,
"La diligencia es poder,"
And sought to do each day's work well,
As time, alone, we knew would tell
How precious, golden hours were spent,
When on Life's road and mission sent.
We dread to part with friends and halls;
But moments fly and duty calls.
Long life and peace and liberty
We wish forever now to thee.
And golden mem'ries will ever twine
Around thy halls, 0 Mexico shrine!

4°

•• THE HAVE-BEENS."

History
Being a kaleidoscopic view of the Illustrious Class of '97.
taken from their Almanac.

SEPTEMBER 3o-Faculty have decided to purchase a Howells microscope, that they may more readily find the Senior Class. eMr.
Harding enters a protest.)
OCTOBER 12-"Four little Seniors sitting on the fence,
One has ennui and hies him hence."
The above was composed by the New Mexican Shakespeare and is generally
accepted as proof of Professor H.'s theory concerning the trinity in life.

OCTOBER 28-Miss A. (searching wildly among the acids for
C 6 H ,o O s ): "Well, I simply cannot perform that experiment
to-day. "
Professor (, Tin" (calmly handing her the starch-box):
yes, I reckon you can."

"°

NOVEMBER I6-Mr. Ward, reciting- from Paradise Lost:
" Better to reign in Hell than snow in Heaven."
NOVEMBER 29-Professor H. unexpectedly encounters Maynard and
Edytha on the landing.
Professor H. (with stern decorum): "Mr. Harding, I wish
you to understand that I do not approve--"
Mr. Harding: " Sir! "
Professor H.: " Wh-wh-what did you re-re-m-m-mark, Mr.
Harding? "
Mr. Harding: "That is not necessary for you to approve."
JANUARY 3--Miss Hold-em arrives.
JANUARY 4-Miss Hold-em arrived yesterday.
JANUARY

6~Miss

Hold-em is here.

JANUARY 7-Miss Hold-em instructs the members of the Philosophy
Class with a psychological description of Jimmy-boy.
JANUARY ro-The Faculty will engage Miss Hold-em to give them
private instruction in the methods approved by Lincoln High
SchooL
FEBRUARY I-Indignant young lady: "I think he ought to be in a
bicycle repair shop."
" Why? " "Because all he knows is
how to tire."
M-E-O-W,
FEBRUARY 23 - The

two

. anomy Class.
Act I. They hide the
chloroformed feline.
Act 2. The chloroformed
{11fr
feline comes back to life.
Act 3. The amiables-exit--keyhole-M-E-o-WMARCH I-Mr. Ward receives a box of ants by express.
MARCH I3-Misssonary-apron day in the chemical laboratory.

APRIL

1 -To-morrow's issue of the "Scientific Bulletin" will say:
" The flavor of sugar and water is greatly improved by adding
essence of crow-bone."

APRIL 28- The

young ladies experiment with phosphorus fumes in
the fresh-air room. Professor Pax. observes more smoke than
usual and immediately gives the alarm. The young ladies will
hereafter take for granted several facts concerning the properties of phosphorus. Also other facts.

APRIL

30--The County Road Surveyors enter suit against Miss A.

MAY I-Miss Hold-em and Mr. Ward having had perfect lessons, the
Faculty decide to celebrate the event by giving a holiday.
MAY Is-(1n Rhetoric): "You may parse SChOOL picnic, Maynard."
Maynard (glibly): " Consists of two parts, namely-being
there, and coming home. The principal modifiers are chaperones."
Miss T. (severely): "You are excused. I will see you
after schooL"
The remainder of the Almanac is thus summarized:
Banquet
Talkee-talkee
Bouquets
Diplomas
Curtain

Class of '96.
HE editor, by an extended search through the archives of
the University, has been able to discover only small
evidences of there having been such a class as that
indicated above. He has employed several detectives
to search for the suvivors, if there be any, of this group
of individuals. Whether they were in the heavens
above, or in the earth beneath, or in the waters under
the earth, he knew not. Telescope, field-glasses and
miscroscope were used with equal inefficacy. He regrets profoundly
that these innocent youths are so overwhelmed with modesty, and that
they have neglected this unusual opportunity to attain immortality.
Peace to their ashes!
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Class of '95
it':
. _ HAVE been asked to give a brief history of our class, the

\\!@B~ Class of '95, which spent two happy years together in the

iii'

Normal Department of the University.
A word in regard to the members of the class may not
be amiss. There were four of us: Bessie Buchanan, whom
we associated distantly with a president of that time; Josie
Hamm, who could undoubtedly trace her ancestry to Lord
Bacon; Helen Booth, to whom we ascribed the honor of
being a connection of Socrates; and your humble servant,
the scribbler.
While still in the Junior year, our teachers evidently
thought that life was too great a pleasure for us, for they
immediately established a laboratory in the lower regions, in
lU~(ilCl~~~~_" which was a fiery furnace, just to give us a taste of what
might be in store for us-though " we can't most always sometimes tell." Happily, or otherwise, we were not destined to remain
here long, for the laboratory was moved to the third story, known among
the 'Varsityites as the" seventh heaven." Even mercury froze here;
so likewise did we, but for all that, life was not dull in either place.
Perhaps one of the most pleasant memories was of the time we
decorated for the class of '94 at the opera house.
We worked very
faithfully (never otherwise) until noon, and then sent
the young men who were helping us down town for
refreshments. These consisted of cherries, pickles,
sardines, etc., served on a rare kind of china, closely
resembling soda crackers, while a toothpick and a glass
of water completed the elaborate luncheon.
After
lunch we all participated in a grand sleigh-ride and
skating over the smooth floor.
Scarcely had our Senior year begun when a change,
fearful and wonderful to relate, came over the sober
Seniors. It was no doubt due to the altitude, for
our desks were moved to the " seventh heaven."
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Strange to say, it began to be rumored, that the
mysterious sounds of suppressed laughter and
merriment, which had alarmed so many, proceeded
from the place of our abode. What followed had
better be imagined than told.
All was serene until April Fool's Day, when
the class and a few others celebrated in a mild
manner. The most memorable event of the day was the grand chorus
of about fifty voices which rendered A-P-R-I-L F-O-O-L to the air of
"Lore1i." I cannot, of course, go into the details of the day, how
the girls found the fingers of their gloves stuffed with paper, their
books in every desk but the right one, etc. We 'thought we ~ere
having the" mostest " fun, but I have since been informed that many
thought otherwise.
Arbor Day was observed in the usual manner with just a little
extra pleasure for the Seniors.
A few brief weeks were spent in one of the lower rooms, chiefly
remarkable for its " screened" windows.
Next to Commencement, an occasion almost too serious to be
noted in a class history-Class Day is dear to our hearts. Much as we
enjoyed then the improbable fancies of our class exercises, our hearts
filled with sadness now to think that the dear old days are forever gone.
The next fall, after Commencement, Miss Hamm and Miss Bu~
chanan secured positions in the public schools, the former in the
city schools and the latter in Holbrook, A. T.
Miss Buchanan was married in September of '97 to Mr. Fred
Nelson, of Holbrook, A. T. Thus far, she is the only one who has
forsaken single blessedness, but it is feared that her example may
have a bad effect upon the rest of the class.
Miss Booth is also one of the teachers in the city
schools, while the writer has forsaken the art, or science.
of " teaching the young idea to shoot," and is now pencilpusher and typewriter in one of the law offices in the city.
This is in brief the history of the class. If life
smiles as kindly on us in the future as in the past, ours
will be a happy lot-but this is verging on prophecy-so
at this point the history must close, while memory each
year strengthens the tie that binds.

Class of '94
~
Motto
"VENIMOS PARA SERVIR."

Flower
SWEET PEAS

Colors
PINK AND GREEN

University, though in its infancy in '94, had six graduates from the Normal Department. Each of the six
had taken a course of study elsewhere, thus enabling
them to complete the Normal course in so short a while.
The members of this class are: Misses Kate Adams,
Mary James, Fannie Nowlen, Jessie Keith, and Mr. C. E.
Hodgin.
Miss Adams was educated in the Albuquerque Convent,
and Bethany College, Topeka, Kan. She has been engaged in her
chosen profession continuously, and at present is principal of the
San Antonio (New Mexico) Public School.
. Miss James was from Bethany College, Topeka, Kan. She
took both the Normal and Commercial courses at the University,
and has preferred to follow the latter as her profession.
Miss Nowlen was from the Missouri State Normal at Kirksville. Though she had taught several years in that State, she has
never taught in the Territory.
Miss Menaul, born in Africa, though not an African, was educated at the Granville (Ohio) Female College. Having inherited
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from her ancestors a desire to teach the heathen, she was employed
as teacher in the Presbyterian Mission School, in Prescott, Ariz.
Miss Keith was from the El Paso High School. She agreed
that it is not best for man to live alone; so instead of teaching a
school of many, she is enjoying her position as private instructor to
one.
Mr. Hodgin was educated at the Indiana State Normal, at Terre
Haute. At the time of his graduation he was principal of the
Albuquerque Public Schools. Since then he was elected to a chair
at the University, the position he now enjoys. - Though we were in
school such a short time together, there is that bond between us
which will ever make us loyal to each other and our Alma Mater.

..

Athletic Association

Officers
President

F. S. MALTBY.

Vice-President

H. G. FITCH

. Secretary

H. H. BECKER

Treasurer

MISS EDYTH EvERETT

Executive Committee
F. S. MALTBY

President of A. A.
Vice-President

H. G. FITCH

Secretary

H. H. BECKER

Treasurer

MISS E. EVERETT •

c.

Member of Faculty

L. HERRICK

Member of Alumni

C. W. WARD

Member of Student Body

MISS MABEL WAKEFIELD
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Athletics
i':
~

Y an· earnest effort during the present school
.~
year, more has been done to advance the status
of athletics in the University than ever before.
A physical director has had charge of the
gymnasium and all the exercise. Daily drills
with dumb-bells and Indian clubs were kept up
till the baseball season's opening caused two of
the regular days to be given up to baseball
practice.
Much new apparatus has been added to the
equipmeut of the gymnasium building, also a
room for lockers and bath. Besides this, a full
set of anthropometrical instruments has been purchased, consisting of dynamometers, spirometer, measuring-rods, etc., and each student was given a physical
examination.
The Univer~ity was fortunate in securing the services of an
instructor for the young ladies also-a graduate of Oberlin-who has used the
Swedish system of instruction for the most part, and who has organized two basketball teams and otherwise assisted in the physical development of the young
ladies, besides also taking their physical measurements.
These measurements of the studentfl gave some very interesting results
among the boys-they strikingly showed the greater lung strength and lung
capacity of those who have been in the Territory for five years or more, all being
much above the normal. Of these, their lung capacity averaged 295 cubic inches,
being about 100 cubic inches above the normal.
To vary the regular daily exercises on Wednesday of each week the boys
were put in charge of one of their own number for military drill in marching;
exercises on the horizontal bar, parallel bars, tumbling, etc.• were also introduced
on regular days.
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The Athletic Association was organized during the winter and all the athletics
come under its control, the baseball and basket-ball teams being thus not separate organizations, but under the authority of the association. The director of
the gymnasiums being elected to the presidency of the association, caused this
work also to be partly under its control, though as the gymnasium exercises had
been made a part of the regular academic courses, its work was thus put mostly
beyond the pale of the association. Field-Day exercises, will of course be in its
charge, and an interesting series of events have been prepared, with prizes well
worth working for, presented by the generous merchants of Albuquerque and
vicinity. The events consist of dashes, running races, jumping,
putting the shot, bicycle, potato and sack races, besides the
tennis, basket-ball and baseball games.
The baseball team has labored throughout the entire year
under several disadvantages, not the least being that frequent
'li,~ practice together has been almost impossible; pitchers also have
. been needed. Another disadvantage has been the fact that
I' there has not been much incentive to practice, there being only
one organized team within reaching distance. However, it is
I expected that there will be a good game on Field-Day.
The two teams of girls who play ba~ket ball deserve great
credit for their vim and interest. This work has been in charge
of Miss Lukens, the instructor of gymnastics for the girls, and
has been a source of great pleasure, not only to members of the
teams, but to those who were fortunate enough to witness the
! games, which at first were played in the gymnasium, with
closed doors and only girls admitted. Later a number of interesting games were played on the campus.
In behalf of athletics in general the MIRAGE ·can assert that
the foundation for athletic work in the University of New
Mexico has been laid strong and deep. The constitution of
the association debars professionalism absolutely. Everything,
accordingly, is being done by the association to conserve the
best interests of purely amateur athl~tics.
.
As has been said above, all branches of athletics come
under its control,an arrangement which has proved most beneficial in all Eastern universities. Furthermore, the constitution requires strict
observance of business principles in all financial dealings.
Being on such a basis, the association justly expects the support of the
institution itself and also of the citizens at large, and is much indebted to President Herrick for the proceeds of his lecture given in behalf of athletics, and
also to the merchants of Albuquerque and vicinity for their generosity in furnishing prizes for Field-Day events.
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The Professor
My dear young ladies,-

It is nonsense for you to walk up the
hills when you have a wheel•.,lC.,lC.,lC.JC
Why, look at me! I have ridden up
every hill for ten years and have
never felt any ill effects•.JC.JC.JC.JC.,lC.JC.JC
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Baseball Club, '97 and '98
Officers
Captain
. Manager

F. A. KEITH

G. HUGHES

Members
Catcher
Pitcher

F. A. KEITH
H. G. FITCH.
F.STRONG

1St Base

W. BOWIE

2nd Base
3rd Base
Shortstop

P. M. CLIVER

R. McINTYRE •

G. HUGHES
H. H. BECKER (
\

Right Field

L. BECKER

L. G.

. Center Field
Left Field

ALBERS
H. O. BROOKS
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The Olympian Basket-Ball Team
i':
Colors
STRAWBERRY AND CREAM

•

Yell
O-O-O-LYM-PI-AN! REE-REE-REE- VAR-sr -TY!
RAH-RAH-RAH-SEE-THEM-COME! O-O-O-LYM-PI-AN!

Members
C. MABEl, W AKEFIEl,n, Captain
LENA Fox, Left Guard

-EnYTHt,EvERETT, Goal-thrower

MAMIE HATCH, Right Guard
Gl,ENN SEl,nOMRIDGB
MATA 'f\VAY

ANNA BOWIE

MARY COOPER
DEO Cr.AYTON

GRACE DAVIS

STEl,l,A LEWINSON

JE'I'TY ROSENWAl,n
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The Gladiators

Colors
GREEN AND GOLD

Yen
G-L-A-D!

RAH-RAH-RAH-RAH!

G-L-A-D!

RAH-RAH-RAH-RAH!

WHO-RAH!

WHO-RAH!

GLADIATORS!

GLADIATORS!

RAH-RAH-RAH!

Members
Captain
Goal-thrower
Right Guard

Lou G. HAZLEDINE

MABE~ C. HUNT .
FRANCIS C. HALLORAN

Left Guard

BETTY W. WILLEY
ELIZABETH HUGHES
FERN JENNE
MISS LUKENS

I.OUISE C. SAINT

MAY GOOCH
ALMA ROSENWALD

Ball.th!i'0wer

.

Scorer

MISS KATHERINE HARSCH
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SNAP·SHOTS IN NEW MEXICO BY 1HE CAMERA CLUB

Camera Club
Officers
President

H. G. FITCH

Vice-Presi~lent

H. H. BECKER
MISS

L. G.

Secretary and Treasurer

HAZLEDINE

Executive Committee
MISS

L.

G. HAZLEDINE

MISS F. C. HALLORAN

MISS M.

E.

TWAY

H. G. FITCH

H. H. BECKER

Members
J.

H. G. FITCH

G. FITCH

L. C. BECKER
F. HUNING
MISS F. C. HALLORAN

H. H. BECKER

L. B. HUNING
H. VAUGN

MISS M.

MISS S. CLISSOLD

E.

TWAY

0 GOEBE:r;
MISS

MISS M. W. TuRNER

6"

L.

G. HAZI.EDINE

The Skeleton in Armor
)II:
Professor Paxtonibus habet sweatorum
Boyibus placet on skdetonorum
Boyibus Hndet some old pantalorum
Skeletum smokibuscigarettorum _
Et c10thesibus wearet with magnus decorum
And boyibus fleit out of the dorum
Skeleton hangibus by the headorum
Waitibus patient with ghastly grinnorum
Professor Paxtonibus comet through dorum
Et cum wheelibus fleit~ laughter cum roarum.
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JAMES G. FITCH, President

The Estrella Literary Society

:«

Officers
JAMES G. FITCH
MISS FRANCIS C. HALLORAN
MISS EDYTH L. EVERETT
MISS ANr<[A BOWIE

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer

•

Yell
U~RAH-RAH !
SKY-U-AH!
U-N-M
U-N-M
ES-TREL-LA!

"
Ih:eJ!:a.Phtla.

The Estrella Society
N unusual animation was noticed among the st~dents
one morning ·in February, 1898, which partook of the
nature of mild excitement. Some spirit which mani,.
. fested itself in sly winks, knowing glances, secret
gestures, and a peculiar and new sort of activity seemed to
have taken possession of the students. The student just
arriving inquired with unconcealed surprise, "What's going
on? " ',I We want you to join ,our literary society" came
from all sides. At this 'itinC1.u,re tlJ-e young adherents. of
Mr. Weinzirl's proposed litera~y society .surrou~ded the victim, and
before he could gain his freedom the necessary promise was extorted
from him. Others fell into .similar traps, even on the avenue, and
before long a goodly number of the students were enrolled in the
newly-born Estrella Society.
On Friday Mr. Weinzirl, with evident pride, collected his youthful adherents in Room 5 of the main building, where the articles were
read and signed. From that time the new organization
has taken its position as the future rival of its
companion, "Ben Hur."
With unbounded
enthusiasm, a bright and energetic body of
officers were elected and installed, and within
a couple of weeks this society gave evidence of
its glOl ious future by rendering its first, and
a most excellent program. The succeeding programs have demonstrated· the talent and ability
of its energetic and enthusiastic members. Who
can gainsay that this is the laying of the foundation by which some of our young men sha}l
become the foremost_ judges and statesmen, and
our young ladies shall attain the highest positions
in women's world?
r/
,II

ti'

L.C.BROOKS
President Ben Hur Society

The Ben "ur Society
Officers
President

L· C. BROOKS

G. E.
MISS M.

COGHILL

W. TURNER.

RODERICK STOVER

.

LOUIS HUNING
. MISS STELLA CLISSOLD
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Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Sergeant-at-Arms
Critic

."

The Ben Hur Society
HE wheels of history's mill whirled speedily on that eventful
day, the eighteenth of February, eighteen hundred and ninetyeight, at the University of New Mexico. In fact the wheels
started on the seventeenth-at least Stamm's did-for by sunrise
of the eighteen th one gristof New Mexico's beardless kernels lay
bagged for Herr Weinzirl 's whirling burrs. Senor Brooks, however, atthe appointed hour, on the eighteenth, set his machine
·in motion, and like the gods. he "ground exceeding fine."
" There was a sound of revelry by night" It was the author of this resonant
verse, a proud lord of England, who wrot., in a confidential way on the page of
his memorandum, for posterity to read: "I awoke one morning and found myself
famous." Such was the awakening of the gentlemen mentioned above, Messrs.
Brooks and Stamm, on the morning of this eighteenth of February, when by a
unanimous vote of her little divinities fortune thrust fame's gorgeous robes upon
these unwilling youths. And thus it was that as Brooks rode dreamily up
University Hill he was heard to soliloquize after this manner: •• There is a tide in
the affairs of men which, taken at its flood, leads on to fame and fortune, and
my luck is at flood-tide now. This thing has come unsought, and I am awfully
busy, but such a chance doesn't come to a butcher every day. I will organize
that society, buck Stamm-he's a good man, but I can beat him on the long
stretch-and some day I'll be recognized as the first president of the oldest
literary society in the greatest University in the Rio Grande Valley. Good for
old Shakespeare, I'll follow his text to the finish." Accordingly, 2.30 p. m.
found Mr. Brooks with his chosen few about him to effect the organization of this
great society which is to playa most important part in making the deserts of New
Mexico" blossom like a rose."
When, therefore, Mr. Brooks appeared at room No.. 2 before the appointed
number there assembled, bearing a copious document, he met a round of applause
which assured him his canoe was launched on the tide at its flood. With dignified
mien he unfolded his document and began to read the preamble to the proposed
constitution. This· was followed by the reading of the constitution itself, and
before an hour had elapsed a society was completely organized and christened
under the name of The Ben Hur Society of the University of New Mexico. Those
present were called upon to sign the constitution, and a scene followed equaled
in its dramatic effect only by that of July fourth, seventeen hundred and seventysix, in the old State House, in the city of Philadelphia.
Ben Hur will live. The life which showed itself in her on that first day has
been ever-increasing and is even now making for her the history of which these
few lines are the initial record. She was born to live, and live she will, for rallying
round her standard are loyal supporters whose hearts are true to the white and
green, and whose voices are ever ready to give the most enthusiastic expression
to their feelings in the use of the society yell :
Wackalacka! Wackalacka! Wackalacka-loo!
Ben Hur! Ben Hur!
Who? Who? Who?
Ben!!! Hur!!!

.x--"~~,

~~/I '

)

'

;'

The Day ·Is Done

:«

The day is done; and the breezes
Fall from my coat-tails, spread
As a benediction and blessing
Upon each passer's head.
I see in the distance the village
Between the gusts of sandt
And a feeling of longing COmes o'er me
- To quit this desert land. .
A feeling of longing, and something
That is slightly akin to pain,
For my eyes and mouth are filled with the stuffMy.altemps to see straight are vain I
Collie, ride with me now, as quickly
I rush from that class-room away,
A fast whirl down these well-trod hills
Will bapish the cares of the dayAnd when we have reached the village,
Come to my den with me.
I'll beguile thee an hour with reading.
Now tdl me what it shall be?
Shall I read thee how.. Caesar, the Mighty,
Once crossed the Rubicon stream?
Or how he kept seven stenographers
Writing each on a different theme?
Shall I read thee from Virgil's Aeneid
(The books are quite short, you know)
How Aeneas was shifted from place to place,
As a tramp who has nowhere to go?
Shall it be a few simple orations
From the silver-tongued speaker of Rome?
Cicero'd soothe the most troubled of spirits.
Let me read from this time-honored tome I
Or perhaps in the old Greek masters
We may find some song sublime,
A song of the wand'ring Odysseus,
Sung first in far-distant dime,
Or would a French novel best suit thee
With a daring, blood-startling plot?
Such tales have the power to quiet,
After hours of toil, long and hot.
Then come, and we'll read from some volume
The poem or tale of thy choice,
And I'll lend to the rythm of the author
The beauty of my voice.
And the night shall be filled with Classics,
And the cares that jnfest the day
Shall fold their tents like the Arabs,
And as silently steal away.
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"Invited en Masse"
.;«
HE Orthoepy Class is invited en masse"-thus ran the first line of the
verse in which our poetically-inclined professor bade us to the lovefeast. And oh, it was a feast! We rejoiced within ourselves that
pride of native tongue had led us to join the class; otherwise-but
we are dealing with facts just now. To begin with, it rai~ed. Yes,
it did. The reader will doubtless remember it if he pauses to think,
for that night the streets were rivers, and the board walks, where they
were still extant, were piers, with jumping-off places at every corner.
However, the flood alone· could not keep us away, and, with the exception of one
member, the class was there at the appointed hour in spite of the elements. Our
domestic (with apologies, if neccessary!) instructor greeted us very cordially, and
after chatting a f~w moments, excused himself to attend to the preparation of the
7°

pommes de terre which -task had been postponed until after our arrival. Of
course we felt for him in havinF; this duty thrust upon him, but could not express
our sympathy in the presence of our kind hostess. The few moments intervening
were pleasantly passed in fortune-telling and similar speculations. And then
" - - - t o the festal board
Where viands rare and rich
Await us. Ah, the goodly hoard! "

'Twere folly to attempt description. Enough to say it was a feast-of reason
and reality; a flow-of soul and substance. We ate and were filled, we drank and
were satisfied, we laughed and were merry; what more could we do? And when
the fragments -were gathered, nay, there could not be found twelve baskets-ful; it
is even related that the cat searched that night in the alley below for her daily
bread. The remainder of the evening passed all too quickly with its entertaining
diversions, and we truly felt our expressions of gratitude for the pleasure, as we
bade our host and hostess "Adios!"
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0, I'm just from Old Virgini,
And I, you bet, can lick
The wildest cowboy in the town
Of Albuquerque-hic!

fI

Unhand me, gentlemen'" I say;
And where's my gun-quick
I'll show old Hamlet's ghost a round
Of classic fun-hie! hie!
It's a jolly time, this ball, you betGo way, I'm not a-getting sickW ('11 drink one. more to th' old 'Varsity
Hie! hie!-hie! hie!!

"Humpty Dumpty got a Fall"
T becomes the sad duty of the editor of the MIRAGE to chronicle on
these pages the details of a most ~erious and startling accident. Had
this accident befallen one of the common herd, the duty would .not be
so painful; but happening, as it did, to 'one of the lady-students of the
University, a sedate, dignified and modest young woman, whose conduct
is never in the extreme, but, on the contrary, moderate and studied at all
times, happening to such a one, this' misfortune was most deplorable,
and caused many tears of regret td flow from sympathetic· eyes. >J.t'_
The victim of this unfriendly act of fate is a Chicagoan. :"She rides a
wheel, of course; but always moderatelY,andin a most. dignified m~nner.
She is a photographer, too, of considerable e"ircell~nce, out she wouid not use a
lunch-box camera even to deceive the crazed penitente~:·Lror. she thoroughly
believeS'that plates exposed in such a questionable manner woufd yield no 'picture
of worth.. She is an honest, conscientious Chicagoan, with the vIm, 'snap and
vigor characteristic of the" Windy City." And perhaps it was'tliese v'ery traits of
character which led her to this disaster; for in the absence of an escort .qf the
masculine order, she gathered a body-guard of her own, sex and marched boldly
out into the night, defied footpads and cabdrivers; and in spite of all difficulties,
forced her own passage to the front row. of seats in Grant's operahouse, where
on tholt awful night the Denver 'Varsity boys were billed for an elaborate enter
tainment.
Now the music of these collegians aroused this sedate young lady to a state of
enthusiasm and hilarity she was never known before to mariifest And it was this
which caused the' catastrophe. She, with her companions, wild with delight at
the beautiful music and the ,charming musicians/determined to
make one great finale to the round of applause which swept the
house. This coda was to take the form of a vigorous "George
Washington Stamp." But, as we have said before, this yeung
lady was from Chicago, and the chairs in Albuquerque are
built on the supposition that people using them, especially
young ladies from Chicago, will rest their feet on the floor. In
the moment of excitement, however, this precaution was
violated; and as the unfortunate lady from Chicago lifted her
wine-colored tans to give that gentle accent to father George's
salute, her chair groaned under the burden, and after a series of
snaps, fell in a thousand pieces to the floor. The wholoperahouse quaked from
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the shock, and the young lady was taken in charge by her blushing bodyguard.
In consideration' of this humiliating event, the following song has been respectfully dedicated to this young lady from Chicago (sing to the tune Crow Song):

,

There were three girls went to the show, "
Miss Stella Clissold, aw!
· And these three girls sat in a 'row,"
And'they all wiped th~ireyes and cried,
'" Miss' Stella Clissold, aw! " r

.

"-

,:..

"-

, .'

"

They'sat up frent·where. they 'cq\lld,see,
Miss Stella Clis.sold. aw! ,'.
'Foi tlley·.were.gay ,as.ga~r,;c()uld be,. ',. , ',.,
And they alli wiped- rthejl{ ey~sand ,~ri~d"
: i ~",Miss Stellll'Clis)3oldi !l~"! '~':J . :;,~ 'd
I';

"

<: iJ

.rt

,,\"

,.,.;

~. . . ,

~

,

· ,The pe~ver ,<{lee,Club sang that night;
· Miss
Stella
Cliss<ild,
aw!'" f, .. ,. '" , - '
!'
.
'r' . ' , ',':
The boys smiled on these'gi'r)s outright,
A~d they all; w'ip~d 't1i~i~ "eyes and tried,
, "Mi~s St~il~ciis~old; awl 0':
','
i .

,

.{

,>

"I;

'l"

.

~

r: ' /

"

:

.!

'

Now whernhe dub began·to sing,:, ,
, ;Miss Stella'Clissold, aw! ','
The peo'ple' laughed. like everything,
Nnd they all, ~iped their:eyes.and cried,
. ",Miss'Stella Clissold; aw!" - '.
,And a~1 k,ep~ ~atc4ing~' old lIl-a,id ro,W, ",
l\):i,s,s i~tella ~liss~ld, flw,,!. " , , ' ,
.
· 'for t)lese p~ree maidens flirted so, , '
And they all wipe,d th~ii-eyes and cried
. "Miss Stella:)q~is~olq,~w 1.";,',,' oj,: ,"

.J ~ ,

,'
. L·

When suddenly'there came a crirsn,"
Miss Stella CHssold,.a\v!, ' j " :,.
Orie maiden's chair bad gone ,)ie-smash;
And they all wi'ped their eyes frnd"cried,i '
" Miss Stella' Clissold, aw'! ! t '
l

' . . ; , '. ..

"

~

Ann then the house,set up,a rO,ar,
Miss Stella Clissold, aw! '. ' :,
,j
For there she sat upon the floor,
And they. all wiped their ~yes and .cried,
" Miss Stella ClissJld, aw ! "
,j,

.\

* Use Whitcomb mineral water, an absolute
cure for the most obstinate case of obesity.
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APrecocious Prep's Examination in Physics
QUESTION

:-What causes the Rainbow?

ANSWER:-

LONG time ago the people became very bad on the earth,
and God determined to destroy them on account of their
wickedness. So he appeared unto one Noah, and told
him to build an ark, and while he was building it to warn
the people that the earth would be destroy.ed by a flood:
So Noah worked on the ark and preached to the people
between times about the coming flood, but they would
not listeti. to him and kept on in their wicked ways.
Finally the ark was completed, and Noah gathered his
family into the ark-his wife and his three sons and their
wives, and, according to the commandment of God, of the
beasts of the field and the fowls of the air, and of every
living creature, two of a kind-a male and a female. And
when he had them all in he shut the doors and wit;l.dows, and it
began to rain, and it ceased not to fall upon the ,earth for forty days
and forty nights, and everything was 'drowned, save those in the
ark. When the rain stopped Noah came out C!-nd God showed him
the rainbow, and said, ,. This is to be ~ covenant bet'ween me and
the~ that the world shall no more be destroyed by ~ah;r." This
is the cause of the rainbow.
1
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The MosJ Wonderful Scientific Discovery,
of the N-inetee-nth Century

-'±. ;

~

~ ~h~ unti;i~;~e~l :i~f pr9_~~~~or Weinzirl, and

to the
interest which the Regents Iiave manifested in the wel.c: : ' -: ~ far..~ of this institution of lellrning, the world is i.ndebted
... ~.). , _ ~ .,.,for the most wopderful'discQvery yet made in the phen- - , .··ome1?a of microbes. It 'YaS brought about in this way:
It was obse'rv'ed by the"teachers that quite a number of
tlie<pupils: seemed to be afflicted with a strange malady.
The greatest sufferers, from this r peculiar affection were
generally 'tb,ose' of, mediocr,e- ability. It was further
, nQticed that shortly after the attack the victims showed
·urltllfsta'kable sign'~ of irre;;p~nsibility. This state of
; affairs cf~~ted II greJt deal ~f spic'ulatio~and talk in the
community, and some parents 'felt rather a hesitancy
~~~~~~.,II).""'~'i'. about placing their SOonS and- daughters in this otherwise
unexcelled institution, lest the-disease be communicated
t~ their children. So that Professor Weinzirl determined
to direct the searchlight of ~cience upon this remarkable
- phenomenon.
Closely observing the conduct of those afflicted with the malady, the professor
cam'e to the conclusion that tbe disease was caused by a microbe. This he procured in an ingenious manner, and in due time his report was announced, and the
mystery was solved. Tbe seat of the disease is in the brain. Here. the spoonlike
microbes congregate. This causes a mild form of insanity.
.
. The disease, in some respects, resembles the measles, Second attacks do not
occur often, and when they do occur they generally take a milder form.
Whether the disease is absolutely infectious-has not been positively ascertained.
One peculiar mode of transmittal, however, has been discovered. It seems that
the spoonlike microbe endows the afflicted individual with an abnormal willpower, which is not always exercised for the peace and happiness of a second
party. In command of this peculiar will-power the possessor of it may bring some
desirable person, without much effort, under the malign influence of this fell destroyer, provided that tbe person operated upon is of the opposite sex.
Good health and perfect pbysical condition are no hinderance to the attack of
the microbe. This fact vyas demonstrated by the sad case of a young man from
Gallup. He was a speciman of fine physical appearance, of stout robust health.
His)Jowers of resistance were great and he exerted them to the utmost, but, alas,
finally was fain to capitUlate to the microbe, the all-persistent spoonlike microbe.
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.
His malady seems to be entering upon its delirious
violent stage. It would hardly be safe to say" microbe"
to him. He might" brake your face. "
A change of climate, in. the opinion of Professor
Weinzirl, will often effect a' cure. A case in point
occured last year.
One of our soft young men was sent to Indianapolis
to take the examination in naval cadelship. This Seems
a useless trip for a young man iu his condition. Still
good resulted from it. Though he failed to pass in
examination, he was ~ured of his mal,ady:
For the benefit of those to whom a change of climate
would be inconvenient, we append .the following remedies, which are warranted to .be efficacious:
.
The following application direct to front lobe of
brain, w'il! be found very soothing in violent cases5 To
-.~.
apply this properly an .incision -should first be made into
the skull with a ten-penny nail and sledge-hammer. "Then make a paste of 5 gnp:Il,s
H 2 S0 4 , I gram C, thoroughly mixed in a barrel.of NaCI, and insert in the incision previously made. This may at first produce a trifling irritation,Jmt will in
time, if all the ingredients are used, effect a permanent cure. 'The most effective,
remedy, however, will be found the following. It is one .that will give satisfaction·
to the friends of the afflicted. It is this: To 3 grains commonsense, add 2 grains
pride; and double this quantity of self-respect. The mixture should be "well
shaken before taken." One dose will effect a cure..
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October in the West

:«
N the Rio Grande valley
By the Rocky's peaceful range.
When the bright October days are.at their best,
You can feel your blood "a-tingling"
In the racy atmosphere,
For there's nothing like October in the West.
You can see along the roadside
Busy ranchers husking corn,
And a-getting in their last alfalfa crop;
And the quaint adobe houses
Standing silent in the sun,
With the smiling ears of com piled on the top.
You can talk about Jim Riley,
With his fodder in the shock,
And with all his frosty ,. punkins" in the fall ;
But a far more striking picture
Is the fodder on the roof.
And the strings of bright red chili on the wall.
The acequia's quitting business
And it's water's getting low,
For in fact it's laying by until the spring;
And the few remaining blackbirds
. Are t. a·keeping" courage up,
And are trying, though the summer's dead, to sing.
All the glory of the evening
There's no mortal can describe,
As the g~lden sun is passing on his way;
How he paints with pink and purple,
Mountain peaks against the sky,
And touches up the douds at dose of day.
When you view the sunset mountains
And the mesa stretching wide,
And the valley taking on its autumn gold;
Your soul responds in praises
And you feel that there's a God
Who is speaking through these beauties manifold.
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Located in the city of Albuquerque, at thecenter of population of the Territory, is the
only Collegiate Institution supported by the
Territory, and will, on the admission of theTerritory, become the State University. Its·
standard~ for admission are similar to those in
the older Eastern colleges, and the courses of
study are equal to the best. As noworganized,.
the University has the following departments,' each well-equipped and
under the direction of a competent Faculty:
JI Prtparatory Dtpartmtnt with classical, scientific and English courses.
JI ~01le9late Department with the same courses. JI normal Stbool with full
three-years course and model Stbool offering opportunities superior to
those of any normal institution in the Southwe~t. JI mtdltal Preparatory
Departmtnt fitting- for advanced standing in any mEdical college. JI ~om·
mtrtlal Department serving as a business college in preparing for positions
of trust, and embracing a full three-years course. JI Departmtnt ofJlpplled Stltnte, giving practical instruction in field-geology, mining,.
metallurgy and engineering; and a Department of 6raduate Work offering
opportunities for research in biology, geology and other sciences, for thepursuit of which circumstances are exceedingly favorable.
Catalogue upon application to the President or Librarian.

Cb~ Uniu~rsity
of=====

n~w m~xico····

faculty of
Tnstruction

CLARENce L. HeRRICK, M.S. (U. Minn.), President,
and Professor of Psychology and Philosophy, and
of Biology.
MARTHA L. TAYLOR, A.M. (Oberlin), Professor of
English and History.
JOSEPHINE S. PARSONS, Principal of Commercial Department. Instructor in Mathematics.
RANDOI.PH W. TINSLEY, Professor of Natural Sciences.
JAMES HAY PAXTON, A.M. (U. Virg.), Professor of Latin and Greek, and
in charge of French and German.
CHARLES E. HODGIN, B. PD. (U. N. M.), Principal of Normal Department.
ATANASIO MONTOYA, JR , Instructor in Spanish.
EDWARD B. CRISTY, PH.B. (Cornell), Instructor in Drawing, etc., and
Mathematics.
FRANK S. MALTBY, A. B. (Moore's Hill), Director of the Gymnasium.
JOHN WEINZIRL. B.S. (U. Wis.), Director of the Bacteriological Laboratory.
BELLE T. PORTER, Instructor in German.
H. N. VARRIL, A. B. (Yale). Instructor in Modern Latlguages.
MYRA LUKINS, B S. (Oberlin), Instructor in Physical Culture for ·Women.
GE'ORGE E. COGHILL, A.B. (Brown), Instructor in Mathematics.
EDWARD P. CHILDS, B.S. (Denison), Professor of Physics, Chemistry, in
. charge of Hig-her Mathematics and Metallurgy.
M: CUSTERS. Instructor in Surveying; Custodian and Librarian.
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" I am a Senior; who are you?"
PROFESSOR-" Mr. Q., in what proportion do we find oxygen and hydrogen in
water? ,i
MR. Q. (hesitatingly)-"--"
PROFESSOR (enc~uragingly)-" Sixteen to-"
MR. Q.-" Sixteen to one."
RROFESSOR-" Two in this case."
MR. K.-" I lost my rhetoric."
PROFESSOR T.~" Well, be sure and not lose your J:.ead."
PROFESSOR-" Mr. B., name some of the properties of silicon? "
. MR. B.-" An odorless, colorless and tasteless-"
Can anybody tell ?
Where Mr. Bowie got his manners.
Where the Prof. of the Normal Department learned to cook potatoes.
Where Keith got the big-head.
Why the two young ladies of the Senior class blush whenever phosphorous is
mentioned.
Where Stover lost his energy.
If some of the Preps will eve' learn to keep quiet.
Who will learn to throw the boomerang.
Where so many" spoons" come from.
Why Professor T- raised a beard.
Who will be the" next" German instructor.
Who dressed " Brother Bones."
Why Professor P- walks up the last hill.
How C-'s dog appreciated the free lunches
When the orchestra will display their talent again.
If the U. N. M. electric railway will be built.
How the U. N. M. won the first baseball game of the season.
Why Hughes does 1J.ot raze his whiskers.
Why Keith shaved his head.
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